Pennsylvania
Keystone State - Quaker State - 2nd - December 12, 1787

ACROSS
1  state flower (2 words)
2  state motto: Virtue, Liberty, and ________
5  state animal (3 words)
7  state capital
9  most populated city
10 Great Lake that is northwest of Pennsylvania
11 background color of the state flag
12 a battle fought here from July 1 – July 3, 1863, ended with the largest number of casualties (~57,000) in the American Civil War
13 “sylvania” is Latin for ________

DOWN
1  highest point (2 words)
3  state tree (2 words)
4  postal abbreviation
5  founder of the Province of Pennsylvania (2 words)
6  state bird (2 words)
8  time zone Pennsylvania is in